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Luis Majano is a Computer Engineer currently employed at ESRI (Environmental Systems Research
Institute) in Southern California. He was born in San Salvador, El Salvador and is the president of
Ortus Solutions, a consulting firm specializing in CFML, Java and web development. His
background includes over 10 years of software development experience, architecture and system
design. He is the creator of the ColdBox Platform (www.coldbox.org), an open source Object
Oriented ColdFusion Development Platform, CodexWiki (www.codexwiki.org) an open source
enterprise wiki system and is the Adobe ColdFusion user group manager for the Inland Empire. You
can also read his blog at www.luismajano.com
CFUnited sessions : ColdBox Platform 3.0.0: Sustainable ColdFusion Applications
ColdFusion Powered iPhone Applications
1. Have you spoken at CFUnited in the past?

Yes, and it was a fantastic experience!
2. Why should people attend your sessions?

Because ColdBox is Cool! All joking aside, ColdBox is pushing the envelope in building sustainable
ColdFusion applications especially for the enterprise. My session will cover all the new standalone
and internal frameworks and all the new goodies in ColdBox 3.0.0
3. Do you have any projects in the works that you will be revealing at CFUnited?

Yes, ColdBox Internals, a new way to monitor and debug ColdFusion applications and Ortus
DataBoss!
4. Besides your topic, what other sessions are you looking forward to?

ALL OF THEM!
5. What are some of the hot topics you'd like to see at RoundTable discussions?

Open source CFML
6. Where can people find you at CFUnited?

I'll be the guy wearing the big ColdBox T-Shirt and talking like a real latino, LOUD!
7. What's the latest news with you? Has anything changed since last CFUnited?

Yes, lots of new projects both commercial and open source, so the year has been filled with
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Yes, lots of new projects both commercial and open source, so the year has been filled with
awesome work.
8. What is unique about CFUnited?

The amount of amazing sessions that are available, the great people you get to network with and the
amazing networking and sharing opportunities it brings.
9. What do you like to do in your free time?

I love playing tennis and golf and hanging out in the movies with the wife.

